Rexnord 1500 Series MatTop Dynamic Nose-over Bar

Upgrade Effective:
April 2016

Product Upgrade

Rexnord 1500 Series MatTop Molded
Dynamic Nose-over Bar Upgrade

New 1500 Series MatTop
Molded Dynamic Nose-over Bar

Why is this change occurring?
To provide customers with a new design that
features improved chain interaction with two
bearings per 3 inches (76.20 millimeters) in
width and raised bearings to help reduce
friction. The molded design allows for easy
assembly.
What products does the molded dynamic
nose-over bar support?
Rexnord® 1500 Series MatTop Modular Chain
(1503, 1505, 1506, and 1553 chain).
What material is used in the nose-over bar?
Our proprietary Black Wear Resistant (BWR)
material, providing heat and wear resistance.

Is the new nose-over bar interchangeable
with the machined Rexnord 1500 Series
Nose-over bar?
Yes.
Does this upgrade affect price and
warranty?
Rexnord FlatTop continues to deliver
lower total cost of ownership with the new
molded dynamic nose-over bar, providing a
significantly lower purchased cost compared
to the machined nose-over bar. Additionally,
the warranty stays the same.
Will there be a change in item description
and part number?
Yes, part numbers have been created — see
the table below.
Will the machined version continue to be
sold?
Yes, through December 2016.

Part Number Overall Length
10478852

More questions?
Contact your Rexnord
FlatTop representative or
our North American
Application Engineering
team at 262-376-4800.

6.0 in

10478945

3.0 in

10478853

170 mm

10478976

85 mm

.75 in
(19.1 mm)
Thickness

New Part Numbers

Hole Spacing 3.35 in
(85 mm)

1.66 in
(42.3 mm)

2.63 in
(66.7 mm)
Length

.34 in
Hole Diameter (8.7 mm)

Bearing Spacing

1.67 in
(42.5 mm)

.75 in
(19.1 mm)
Hole Spacing

1500 Machined Dynamic Noseover Bar

What is changing and when?
Rexnord now offers a molded dynamic noseover bar for our 1500 Series MatTop® Chain.
The modular design is offered in 3- and 6-inch
widths, and 85- and 170-millimeter widths. It is
available to order and ship as of April 2016.

.84 in
(21.3 mm)

Width 6.7 in
(170 mm)

Specification drawing for the 170-millimeter width size (part number
10478853) of the 1500 Series MatTop Molded Dynamic Nose-over Bar.
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